is a significant public health concern, and can be especially disruptive in children, derailing on-going neuronal maturation in periods critical for cognitive development. There is considerable heterogeneity in post-injury outcomes, only partially explained by injury severity. Understanding the time course of recovery, and what factors may delay or promote recovery, will aid clinicians in decision-making and provide avenues for future mechanism-based therapeutics. We examined regional changes in brain volume in a pediatric/adolescent moderate-severe TBI (msTBI) cohort, assessed at two time points. Children were first assessed 2-5 months post-injury, and again 12 months later. We used tensor-based morphometry (TBM) to localize longitudinal volume expansion and reduction. We studied 21 msTBI patients (5 F, 8-18 years old) and 26 well-matched healthy control children, also assessed twice over the same interval. In a prior paper, we identified a subgroup of msTBI patients, based on interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT), with significant structural disruption of the white matter (WM) at 2-5 months post injury. We investigated how this subgroup (TBI-slow, N = 11) differed in longitudinal regional volume changes from msTBI patients (TBI-normal, N = 10) with normal WM structure and function. The TBI-slow group had longitudinal decreases in brain volume in several WM clusters, including the corpus callosum and hypothalamus, while the TBI-normal group showed increased volume in WM areas. Our results show prolonged atrophy of the WM over the first 18 months postinjury in the TBI-slow group. The TBI-normal group shows a different pattern that could indicate a return to a healthy trajectory.
Introduction
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can have lasting, devastating effects, especially in children whose brains have not fully matured. Some children fully recover, or experience only mild disability, while others experience profound disruption years post-injury. Injury severity is a factor in predicting outcome, but leaves considerable variance in outcome unexplained (Saatman et al., 2008) . Our incomplete understanding of recovery prevents clinicians from caring for patients most effectively. Charting longitudinal changes in the brain post-injury is critical for determining how long-term disruption occurs in patients, and may identify targeted interventions, critical windows for such interventions, and clinically useful predictors. Here we examined longitudinal changes in regional brain volume following a moderate/ severe TBI (msTBI) in pediatric/adolescent patients.
Group differences in injury severity, type, and location complicate analyses of brain trauma that involve inter-subject registration and group comparisons. MsTBI is associated with volumetric deficits in the http://dx.doi.org/10. 1016/j.nicl.2017.03.014 corpus callosum (CC), and across the gray and white matter in adults (Farbota et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2008; Sidaros et al., 2009 ) as well as ventricular enlargement (Kim et al., 2008) . Subcortical volumetric deficits have been detected in children and adults (Farbota et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2008; Sidaros et al., 2009; Wilde et al., 2007) . Additionally, the cerebellum, peduncles, and brainstem show deficits following a brain injury (Farbota et al., 2012; Sidaros et al., 2009) . Numerous studies have investigated volumetric deficits in pediatric TBI patients (Levin et al., 2000; Wilde et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2010) , and TBM has been used previously to study adult TBI patients (Farbota et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2008; Sidaros et al., 2009 ), but to our knowledge, our prior paper was the first applying TBM to pediatric/ adolescent TBI (Dennis et al., 2016) . In our prior paper, we examined msTBI patients cross-sectionally at 2-5 months and 13-19 months post-TBI for regional differences in brain volume. We found expansion of the lateral ventricles at both time points, and reduced volume in clusters throughout all lobes. Here we examined longitudinal changes in those msTBI children. Studies of longitudinal volume changes in adult TBI patients show progressive atrophy across the brain (Farbota et al., 2012; Sidaros et al., 2009) . Longitudinal studies of volume change in pediatric patients have mostly focused on the corpus callosum, with msTBI associated with progressive decreases in callosal volume (Levin et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2010) .
Tensor-based morphometry (TBM) is a sensitive method for assessing regional volume change that offers advantages over other volumetric approaches. Longitudinally, TBM generates deformation fields that track local volumetric growth and tissue loss, warping baseline anatomy to match a later scan (Hua et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2000) . The deformation fields indicate regions of volume expansion or contraction in an individual scan, showing changes from the first assessment. TBM analyzes the whole brain, surveying changes without requiring a priori hypotheses about where the changes occur, and without defining regions of interest. TBM does not rely on accurate segmentation of the gray/white matter tissue boundaries, as VBM (voxel based morphometry) does. Tissue segmentation can be problematic in heavily damaged brains.
We previously found a subset of patients within the msTBI group who have markedly poorer neural integrity (Dennis et al., 2015a) . MsTBI patients were divided into two groups based on their interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT -the time to transfer information between right and left hemispheres) measured as an event-related potential (ERP) (Ellis et al., 2015) . The msTBI group with longer IHTTs (TBIslow) had poorer WM structural integrity and cognitive impairment relative to healthy controls. The msTBI group with normal IHTTs (TBInormal), however, had few areas of disrupted WM structural integrity, with no significant cognitive impairment. These differences were not easily explained by demographic or clinical variables. In this paper we compared these three groups, testing for differences in longitudinal changes in regional brain volume. We hypothesized that the TBI-slow group would show greater longitudinal decreases in volume relative to the TBI-normal and control groups.
Materials and methods

Participants
TBI participants were recruited from four Pediatric Intensive Care Units (PICUs) located in Level 1 and 2 Trauma Centers in Los Angeles County. In these institutions, patients with msTBI are routinely admitted to the PICU. A study representative discussed the study goals with the parents of patients, gave them an IRB-approved brochure about the study and obtained permission for the investigators to contact them after discharge from the medical center. Parents additionally signed consent forms allowing access to medical records. IRB approval was obtained by each recruitment site. 35% of patients whose parents agreed to be contacted while the child was in the PICU participated in this study. Out of 124 families contacted at the PICUs, 27 were lost to contact (kept canceling/rescheduling), 21 did not qualify because they did not meet criteria (GCS -Glasgow Coma Scale (Teasdale et al., 1979) -> 12, English skills not sufficient, ADHD, 1 learning disability, braces, etc.), 26 were not interested, and 50 are participating. Of these, not all have longitudinal data. 1 subject was scanned chronically, but data quality issues (artifacts) meant we could not include them, 3 subjects only received functional MRI at the chronic time point, 2 subjects were brought back for the chronic assessment but not scanned, 3 had braces at time 2, 3 were disqualified at time 2 for ADHD or LD (learning disability), 1 family refused to return, 2 moved out of state, 1 was referred by his doctor to the study and had already missed the postacute window, and 8 were lost to follow-up, meaning they could have moved, changed their phone number, or simply stopped returning our calls. There was no systematic reason for the non-returns. Healthy controls, matched for age, sex, and educational level, were recruited from the community through flyers, magazines, and school postings.
2.1.1. Inclusion criteria 1) non-penetrating msTBI (intake or post-resuscitation GCS score between 3 and 12); 2) 8-18 years of age at the time of injury; 3) righthanded; 4) normal visual acuity or vision corrected with contact lenses/ eyeglasses; and 5) English skills sufficient to understand instructions and be familiar with common words (the neuropsychological tests used in this study presume competence in English).
Exclusion criteria
1) history of neurological illness, such as prior msTBI, brain tumor or severe seizures; 2) motor deficits that prevent the subject from being examined in an MRI scanner (e.g., spasms); 3) history of diagnosed psychosis, ADHD, Tourette's Disorder, learning disability, mental retardation, autism or substance abuse. These conditions were identified by parental report and are associated with cognitive impairments that might overlap with those caused by TBI. Participants were excluded if they had metal implants that prevented them from safely undergoing a MRI scan.
Demographic information from our sample is consistent with existing epidemiological information on moderate-severe pediatric/ adolescent TBI, both in the male to female ratio and in the types of mechanisms of injury (Keenan and Bratton, 2006) . The injury mechanisms for our msTBI group were: 6 motor-vehicle accident (MVA) -pedestrian, 3 MVA -passenger, 6 fall -skateboard, 3 fall -scooter, 2 fall -bike, 1 fall -skiing, 1 assault, 1 uncategorized blunt head trauma. Information on all three groups can be found in Table 1 .
Scan acquisition
Participants were scanned on 3 T Siemens Trio MRI scanners with magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo imaging (MPRAGE). The T1-weighted images were acquired with the following acquisition parameters: GRAPPA mode; acceleration factor PE = 2; TR/TE/ TI = 1900/3.26/900 ms; FOV = 250 × 250 mm; an axial plane acquisition with isotropic voxel size = 1 mm, flip angle = 9°.
Scan comparison
Part-way through the study, scanning moved from the UCLA Brain Mapping Center (BMC) to the Staglin IMHRO Center for Cognitive Neuroscience (Staglin). Both scanners were 3 T Siemens Trio scanners, and the protocol was maintained. To determine that this scanner change did not introduce bias into our data, we scanned 6 healthy adult volunteers at both the BMC and Staglin centers, 1.5 months apart. We then assessed possible bias in both the T1-weighted images and diffusion-weighted images. Extensive details of this process are found in our paper (Dennis et al., 2015b) . For the T1-weighted images, the scan comparison analyses revealed no detectable pattern in the difference between the intensity correction fields above noise, except in the cerebellum, where some scanner induced differences in image intensity were detected even after N3 correction (intensity correction). For this reason, the cerebellum was masked out of the analyses presented in this paper.
Cognitive performance
Our cognitive performance score is a summary measure assessing multiple domains affected in TBI (Babikian and Asarnow, 2009) . It is a linear, unit weighted combination of the following age-based standardized or scaled measures: 1) Processing Speed Index from the WISC-IV/ WAIS-III (Wechsler, 2003) ; 2) Working Memory Index from the WISC-IV/WAIS-III (Wechsler, 2003) ; 3) Trials 1-5 from the CVLT-C/II (Delis et al., 1994) ; and 4) Trails 4 from the D-KEFS (Delis et al., 2001) . Further details of our performance index are found in our prior paper (Moran et al., 2016) .
Tensor-based morphometry
Each subject's T1-weighted anatomical data (both time points) was N3-corrected using c3d (http://www.itksnap.org) to correct for intensity inhomogeneities. Volumes were automatically skull-stripped using Brainsuite (http://brainsuite.org) and these masks were manually edited by trained neuroanatomical experts (ELD and FR). We linearly registered each subject to a study-specific template using flirt (http:// fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). We used a study-specific registration template, which can lead to better registration results (Hua et al., 2013) . We chose a healthy control male, aged 14.2 (the average for our sample at time 1) with a visually normal T1-weighted scan to initialize the linear registration. This exemplar subject was registered to the ICBM template using the fsl tool flirt (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk), using 7 degrees of freedom registration, with trilinear interpolation, and using mutual information as the similarity function for alignment. Following this, each subject's masked, NU-corrected T1-weighted image was registered to the subject-template using iterative 6, 7, and 9 DOF registration. We concatenated transformation files so that only one resampling step was run. This protocol was modified for this dataset from the original protocol (Hua et al., 2009; Hua et al., 2008) .
Next, each subject's template-aligned T1 from the chronic time point was non-linearly aligned to the template-aligned T1 from the post-acute time point, using the ANTs Symmetric Normalization (SyN; ). SyN registration used a multi-level approach, i.e., the "moving" and fixed T1 images were successively less smoothed at each level, with a full resolution registration occurring at the final level. We chose to use 150, 50, and 5 iterations at each level, with a Gaussian kernel smoothing sigma set to 3, 1, and 0 respectively (7.05, 2.35, and 0 voxels FWHM). Image similarity was measured using the ANTs implementation of mutual information (Avants et al., 2011 ).
Group comparisons
We previously found that a subset of msTBI patients have significantly poorer white matter (WM) structural and functional integrity, and poorer cognitive function (Dennis et al., 2015a; Ellis et al., 2015) . Within the first months post-injury, some patients have significantly slower interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT), measured as an eventrelated potential (ERP), while other patients do not differ significantly from controls. This functional brain biomarker effectively separates the msTBI group into two groups -TBI-slow and TBI-normal. Longitudinal analyses suggest that disrupted WM integrity in the TBI-slow group may even be progressive . The TBI-normal group, on the other hand, continues to track with the healthy controls, showing evidence of recovery. Given these pronounced group differences, we tested for differences between TBI-slow, TBI-normal, and control groups in longitudinal changes in regional brain volumes. We included 6 volunteers scanned on both scanners as control subjects. With short scan intervals, they served to determine the effect of scanner change. We tested the voxel-wise Jacobian maps for associations with our summary cognitive score, examining the change in summary cognitive score over time for associations with change in regional brain volume. This analysis was done separately for the msTBI and control groups.
Statistical analysis
In our voxel-wise linear regression testing for group differences, we included intracranial volume (ICV) as a covariate. The 9 DOF linear registration that is part of our processing protocol accounts for differences in overall brain scale, removing much of the effect of ICV, but we still included ICV, computed from the linearly registered image, as a covariate. For investigating group differences, we run voxel-wise linear regression in the form: where X is the Jacobian determinant value at a given position, A is the constant Jacobian determinant term, the βs are the covariate regression coefficients, and ε is an error term. In this regression, we are including covariates for age, sex, whether the patient switched scanners between time 1 and time 2 (binary variable), the interval between time 1 and time 2 (in weeks), and ICV. Group is a binary dummy variable. There was no significant group difference in SES (socioeconomic status) so it was not included in the main model (p = 0.19). However, the TBI-slow group had a slightly lower average SES than the other two groups, so we also ran models comparing TBI-slow to healthy controls and TBI-slow to TBI-normal including SES as supplementary analyses. These results were largely consistent with the main model (Supplementary Table 1  and Supplementary Table 2 ). The cognitive analysis was run with a similar model as above, with Table 1 Demographic information. We list the number of participants in the TBI-slow, TBInormal, and control groups, the male/female ratio, the average age at both assessments (and standard deviation), the IHTT (inter-hemispheric transfer time, in ms), the TSI (time since injury, in weeks, average and standard deviation), and ICV (intracranial volume). We had acute CT information for all TBI participants, and these findings are summarized as well. SAH = subarachnoid hemorrhage, IVH = intraventricular hemorrhage, EDH = epidural hematoma, SDH = subdural hematoma, ICH = intracerebral hemorrhage, DAI = diffuse axonal injury, ICP ↑ = increased intracranial pressure, Dep FX = depressed skull fracture, ND FX = non-depressed skull fracture. These numbers do not include the 6 volunteers who were included to control for scanner change effects. The * indicates a statistically significant difference between group values. Dennis et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 15 (2017) 125-135 change in cognitive score in place of Group, and only run within groups, not across all subjects. The TBI subgroup analysis was also run with the above model, with TBI-group (slow v. control -binary dummy variable) in place of Group. We masked results to not include the cerebellum, as our scan comparison analyses revealed scanner-related bias in the intensity correction in the cerebellum.
Results
TBI-slow vs. control
We found several clusters of significant group differences in volume change. Areas showing positive regression beta values indicate greater increases in healthy controls compared to TBI-slow. In all of these clusters, TBI-slow patients showed longitudinal decreases in brain volume and healthy control children showed mostly increases in brain volume, with some regions showing small decreases. We examined the group-averaged data to confirm that this was not a case of TBI-slow patients still growing but not as quickly, which is shown in Table 2 . The TBI-slow group largely showed decreased volume in WM clusters, as well as a small cluster in the hypothalamus. These results are shown in Fig. 1 . Results were corrected for multiple comparisons using searchlight FDR (Langers et al., 2007) (q < 0.05).
TBI-normal vs. control
We found more extensive differences between TBI-normal and control groups. While there were several areas where the TBI-normal group showed volume decreases, they also showed volume increases. These results are shown in Table 2 and Fig. 1 . The TBI-normal group largely showed decreased volume in GM clusters, and increased volume in WM clusters. Results were corrected for multiple comparisons using searchlight FDR (Langers et al., 2007) (q < 0.05).
TBI-slow vs. TBI-normal
Within this subset with longitudinal data analyzed here, there is a non-significant age difference between TBI-normal and the other two groups. Our prior study included a larger cohort, and there were no differences in age or sex distribution between the groups (Dennis et al., Table 2 Differences between TBI-slow and controls and between TBI-normal and controls in longitudinal regional volume changes. For each cluster, the size (in voxels), coordinates of cluster peak (MNI), hemisphere, and tissue type are listed. "Avg. ch." is the percent volume change from the group-averaged jacobian determinant averaged across the cluster, to indicate the direction and magnitude of the change within the group. CC = corpus callosum, ec/ex/cl = external capsule/extreme capsule/claustrum, PTR = posterior thalamic radiation. SOG = superior occipital gyrus, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, POp = parietal operculum, post. cing. = posterior cingulate, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, PoG = postcentral gyrus, LOG = lateral occipital gyrus, MCP = middle cerebellar peduncle, PrG = precentral gyrus, SPL = superior parietal lobule, STG = superior temporal gyrus. Corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR (q < 0.05). 2015a). Therefore, age differences are unlikely to account for the differences between TBI-slow and TBI-normal. In our longitudinal analyses, the inter-scan interval was consistent and we covaried for age in all analyses. When we compared longitudinal volume changes between TBI-slow and TBI-normal we found that the TBI-normal group had volume expansion in the bilateral internal capsule (IC), overlapping with the thalamus in the right hemisphere, while the TBI-slow group showed volume reduction in these areas. There were several other clusters of significant group differences, detailed in Table 3 and Fig. 2 . Results were corrected for multiple comparisons using searchlight FDR Given the significant group differences in the IC, we additionally charted the volume of the right IC at both time points across participants in all 3 groups, shown in Fig. 3 .
Control
Relationships to cognitive performance
We also found widespread significant associations between regional volume changes and changes in cognitive performance. For this analysis we examined msTBI and controls separately, as we were interested to see how differences in cognitive recovery in msTBI tracked with neural recovery. We did not find significant associations between volume change and cognitive performance change in the healthy controls. We used an age-adjusted cognitive score, so associations with brain measures might not be expected in normed data from a typically developing cohort. In children with msTBI we found a number of areas positively associated with cognitive change, where increases in volume correlated with increases in cognitive performance. We also found areas where volume increases were correlated with decreases in cognitive function, or decreases in volume were correlated with increases in cognitive function, which was unexpected. While the increases were somewhat balanced between gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM), the volume decreases associated with increases in cognitive performance were largely in the GM. These results are summarized in Table 4 and Fig. 4 . Results were corrected for multiple comparisons using searchlight FDR (Langers et al., 2007) (q < 0.05).
Discussion
In this study, we examined longitudinal changes in regional brain volume over the first 18 months post-TBI. When comparing TBI-slow vs. controls, we found atrophy in the corpus callosum (especially splenium), hypothalamus, and several other GM and WM clusters. When comparing TBI-normal vs. controls, we found volume increases in the internal capsule, and decreases across numerous GM clusters, including subcortical regions. When comparing TBI-slow vs. TBI-normal, the internal capsule emerged as a region of greatest difference. Our results suggest that these two groups continue to diverge, with one showing longitudinal atrophy, the other showing signs of recovery.
Effects of msTBI on the structure, function, and metabolism of the corpus callosum (CC) have been documented for years (Babikian et al., 2010; Levin et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2010) . Smaller callosal volume, disrupted tract integrity, and impaired functioning post-TBI all converge to indicate that the largest WM bundle in the brain is especially vulnerable to msTBI, and this in turn is linked with impaired cognitive function (Ewing-Cobbs et al., 2008) . Our results indicate that in a significant number of patients, CC disruption not only continues but progresses over the first 18 months post-injury. While the CC of healthy controls increased in volume over this year, TBI-slow patients showed a decrease in CC volume, suggesting continued degeneration. This effect could be exaggerated by the male/female balance of the groups -the control group was 58% male while the TBI-slow group was 73% male, and studies have shown sex-specific growth patterns in the corpus callosum (Luders et al., 2010) . We have found that the functional integrity of the CC 2-5 months post-injury is linked with poor CC structural integrity (Dennis et al., 2015a) , but further we have found that this biomarker predicts longitudinal changes in CC integrity . MsTBI patients with poor CC functional integrity 2-5 months post-injury show widespread longitudinal WM degeneration, while patients with functionally intact CC show longitudinal recovery of WM integrity. Again, these msTBI groups do not differ significantly demographically or clinically. Here we further show that CC functional integrity 2-5 months post-injury predicts tissue atrophy longitudinally.
The cingulum, the white matter bundle running perpendicular and superior to the CC, is also a common site for disruption. Prior studies found impaired white matter integrity and decreased volume in the cingulum, in both cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses (Bendlin et al., 2008) . Volume changes in the overlying cingulate gyrus have also Table 3 Differences between TBI-slow and TBI-normal in longitudinal regional volume changes. For each cluster, the size (in voxels), coordinates of cluster peak (MNI), hemisphere, and tissue type are listed. "Avg. ch." is the percent volume change from the group-averaged jacobian determinant averaged across the cluster, to indicate the direction and magnitude of the change within the group. IC = internal capsule, PTR = posterior thalamic radiation, SCR = superior corona radiata, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, STG = superior temporal gyrus, CP = cerebellar peduncle, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, SPL = superior parietal lobule, IOG = inferior occipital gyrus, MFG = middle frontal gyrus, POp = parietal operculum. Coordinates in MNI, left in image is right in brain. Corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR (q < 0.05). NeuroImage: Clinical 15 (2017) 125-135 been found and are associated with cognitive deficits (Bendlin et al., 2008) . We found decreased volume longitudinally in the cingulate in TBI-normal group relative to healthy controls. As a key structure in the limbic system, disruption of the cingulum could underlie memory deficits common after injury, as well as emotional disturbances. The putamen, thalamus, and middle cerebellar peduncle are all components of the motor system, and all showed volumes decreases in the TBI-normal group. While not tested in this cohort, motor disturbances are well-documented even in mild TBI (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 2003) . The integrity of the cerebellar peduncle in the post-acute phase is a good predictor of outcome one year later (Sidaros et al., 2009) . The functions of the thalamus extend far beyond motor coordination. As a relay station in the brain it also plays a role in arousal, sensory relay, and language functions (Crosson, 1985) . We found decreased volume in TBI-normal in the putamen, thalamus, and MCP. However, for another component of the motor system, the internal capsule, the TBI-normal group showed volume increases relative to both the healthy controls and the TBI-slow group. The hypothalamus is a key component of the endocrine system, synthesizing and releasing hormones via the pituitary. Neuroendocrine dysfunction has also been recognized following TBI in pediatric patients, although research has mostly focused on the pituitary. The prevalence of pituitary dysfunction increases in more severe TBI (Bondanelli et al., 2004) . The most commonly disrupted hormone is growth hormone, but gonadotropins, adrenocorticotropic hormone, thyroid-stimulating hormone, and prolactin have been reportedly disrupted in patients (Rose and Auble, 2012) . These can affect development and puberty. Direct studies of structural damage to the hypothalamus and pituitary are few (Acerini and Tasker, 2007) . As small structures, most standard MRI sequences have poor resolution for accurate measurements of pituitary and hypothalamic volume. While we detected differences between TBI-slow and healthy controls in the longitudinal volume changes of the hypothalamus, our protocol did not require outlining these structures. In the future a specialized scan sequence focused on this region may better document how TBI affects neuroendocrine structures.
We found that our previously established groups, based on IHTT, identified TBI patients with distinct longitudinal trajectories, both relative to healthy controls and relative to each other. The TBI-slow group showed atrophy in WM structures, most notably the splenium, as well as the hypothalamus. The areas of decreased volume in the TBInormal group included entirely GM structures, while they showed increased volume in WM structures. This could be a sign of atrophy, in subcortical structures and throughout the cerebrum, but another consideration is that these children are still developing. Countless studies document decreases in GM volume and density over development, as connections are pruned and intracortical myelination continues (Dennis and Thompson, 2013; Gogtay et al., 2004) . As GM volume decreases are developmentally expected, it is possible that these are indications of a return to a healthy developmental trajectory in some of our patients. This could also be due to the age difference between the TBI-normal group and others, although this was not significant. It could also be that we have identified two subtypes of pathology -one primarily marked by decreases in WM integrity and volume, and the other where the WM is spared and the GM shows pathology.
When we examined cognitive correlates of changes in brain volume in the msTBI patients, we found both positive and negative correlations, with changes in WM regions generally positively associated with changes in cognitive function, and changes in GM regions generally negatively associated. Increasing volume with increasing cognitive function can be interpreted as signs of recovery, as WM tracts are myelinated to support cognitive development (Kochunov et al., 2010) . Decreases in GM volume that correlate with increases in cognitive function could reflect some patients returning to a typical developmental trajectory. Another consideration with these results is that we are looking at changes in a cognitive score that is normalized by age. So "decreases" in age-normalized cognitive score associated with increases in volume do not necessarily indicate decreases in the raw cognitive scores. Subjects with a "decreased" performance score may just have not kept pace with the developmentally expected outcome.
There is considerable heterogeneity in TBI -in injury severity, location, type, and countless peripheral factors that may affect outcome. It is therefore critical, especially in longitudinal analyses, to have E.L. Dennis et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 15 (2017) 125-135 accurate non-linear registration or results will be inaccurate. We used a study specific template, which can improve registration relative to a standard template (Hua et al., 2013) and concatenated transformations so that minimal information was lost during the resampling step. We used ANTs SyN to drive non-linear registration as it performs favorably compared to other non-linear registration algorithms (Klein et al., 2009 ) and is open-source. ANTs SyN, which produces topology preserving and invertible mappings between 3D images, has been shown to be Table 4 Associations between cognitive performance change and regional volume change in the msTBI group. For each cluster, the size (in voxels), effect size (the % change in volume associated with a 1 point increase in cognitive score), coordinates of cluster peak (MNI), hemisphere, and tissue type are listed. MFG = middle frontal gyrus, SFG = superior frontal gyrus, PPo = planum polare, PTe = planum temporale, SOG = superior occipital gyrus, CR = corona radiata, MTG = middle temporal gyrus, IFG = inferior frontal gyrus, SPL = superior parietal lobule, ITG = inferior temporal gyrus, MOG = middle occipital gyrus, IC = internal capsule, STG = superior temporal gyrus, LOG = lateral occipital gyrus, Corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR (q < 0.05).
Positive associations between volume change and cognitive change Dennis et al. NeuroImage: Clinical 15 (2017) 125-135 effective for evaluating TBI-induced volume changes (Kim et al., 2008) . There are undoubtedly patient-specific areas of volume change not detected in our analysis that may have an impact on patient functioning, but mapping patient-specific disruption is a different question from the generalizable disruptions we aimed to map here. Our sample size was relatively small, once the TBI group was separated into the subgroups. For this reason, the results we present should be considered preliminary until replication in a new sample. Another limitation is the under-representation of younger patients -although we included patients as young as 8 years old, the majority were between 13 and 17 at the time of their first scan. Additionally, our healthy control group includes more females than the TBI groups -the TBI group was 31% female, while the healthy control group was 42% female. This slight difference could cause some bias in our results, also necessitating replication in future samples. One issue that can affect all imaging studies, and could theoretically have a larger impact in longitudinal studies, is the test-retest reliability of volume estimates due to differences in hydration and time of day (Maclaren et al., 2014) . We would not expect this factor to introduce systematic bias across the sample, however.
Conclusions
We present longitudinal results showing distinct longitudinal trajectories in two subgroups of msTBI patients. We linked volume changes to changes in cognitive function in the msTBI group, suggesting delayed maturation in some patients. The first 18 months post-injury are a dynamic period, and post-injury outcomes vary widely. The ability to use early electrophysiological and imaging measures to predict trajectories in brain development has the potential to provide extremely valuable information clinically. These early biomarkers may suggest mechanism-specific interventions that can improve longer-term function and neural integrity, or at a minimum, serve as prognostic markers in the complex process of understanding pediatric/adolescent TBI outcomes.
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